Academic Affairs
I32RR04593  Academic Affairs
I32RR04AW6  IU South Bend Islamic Studies Fund
P37RR04048  Eldon Lundquist Faculty Fellows Fund
I38RR04061  Lester M. Wolfson Research

Administrative and Fiscal Affairs
I32RR04718  Financial and Administrative Services

Alumni Affairs
I32RR04783  IUSB Brick Campaign
I32RR04924  Alumni Scholarship Fund
I32RR04CO2  IU South Bend Alumni Honors Scholarship I32RR04932
Alumni Affairs Non-Traditional Student Scholarship
P37RR04212  IUSB Alumni Association Scholarship Endowment Fund
P37RR04550  Sueño Scholarship Endowment
I32RR04BW5  Sueño Annual Scholarship
P37RR04675  Jamshid Mehran Honorary Scholarship in Finance

Arts, Ernestine M. Raclin School of
I32RR04080  IUSB Arts
I38RR04152  IUSB Arts Program Fund
I38RR04251  IUSB Piano Festival/Toradje Concerto Institute Fund
I32RR04AE6  Steinway Piano Fund
P37RR04808  Virginia Morrow Voice Scholarship
I38RR04822  Harold and Doreen Zisla Art Scholarship
I32RR04882  Robert W. Demaree, Jr. Scholarship
I32RR04BQ4  IU South Bend Bartok Quartets Fund
I32RR04BQ8  Bradley A. Thornburg Memorial Scholarship for the Visual Arts
P37RR04287  Langland Fine Arts Scholarship

Construction
I32RR04CA2  Upstage Theatre and Recital Hall Renovation Project

Athletics
I32RR04163  IUSB Athletic Department Fund
P37RR04535  IUSB Athletic Scholarship Fund (Titan 250)
I32RR04AK2  Titans Men’s Basketball Fund
I32RR04AQ9  Lady Titans Basketball Fund
I32RR04CQ7  IU South Bend Lady Titans Volleyball

Business & Economics, School of
I38RR04038  IUSB Division of Business and Economics Fund
I32RR04189  IUSB Bureau of Business & Economic Research Fund
I32RR04916  IUSB Decision Sciences Fund
I32RR04619  IUSB Economics
I38RR04095  IUSB Entrepreneurship Fund
I32RR04643  IUSB Marketing Fund
I32RR04171  South Bend Graduate Business Fund
I32RR04197  South Bend Accounting Department Fund
I32RR04973  IUSB Beta Gamma Sigma Induction Dinner
Business & Economics, School of (Cont.) I32RR04262
   Gerald E. Harriman Scholarship Fund
I32RR04833  John Swanda, Jr. Honor Fund
I38RR04079  Manohar D. Nasta Memorial Scholarship
I38RR04202  James Pattillo Memorial Scholarship
I38RR04111  Robert N. Robinson Memorial Scholarship
P37RR04113  George Wing Memorial Scholarship
P37RR04AG0  Dr. Asghar Sabbaghi Business and Economics Scholarship

Center for a Sustainable Future
I32RR04BH8  Sustainable Future Fund

Chancellor’s Fund
I32RR04056  South Bend Chancellor’s Fund

Children’s Center
I32RR04155  IUSB Children’s Center Fund

Civil Rights Heritage Center
I32RR04981  IUSB Civil Rights Heritage Center Fund
I32RR04AN6  Lester C. Lamon Scholarship
P37RR04493  Helen F. Pope Memorial Scholarship
I32RR04BE5  Engman Natatorium Fund
P37RR04899  IU South Bend Civil Rights Heritage Center Endowment at the Engman Natatorium

College of Health Sciences
   Dental Education in the College of Health Sciences
I32RR04346  IUSB Dental Education Department Fund
I32RR04684  IUSB Dental Hygiene
I38RR04012  IUSB Dental Auxiliary Fund
I32RR04BV7  IU South Bend Dental Clinic Equipment, Furnishings, and Technology Fund

Nursing & Health Professions
I32RR04221  South Bend Nursing Department Fund
I38RR04814  Radiography Education Scholarship Fund
I32RR04627  IUSB Nursing Scholarship
P38RR04855  Dean Mary Jo Regan-Kubinski Memorial Scholarship in Nursing
I32RR04CF1  IU South Bend Health & Wellness Center
P37RR04AH8  Lois A. Vanderhoof Nursing Scholarship
P37RR04AF2  Vera Z. Dwyer Scholarship in Healthcare

Radiography/Medical Imaging/Allied Health
I32RR04965  IUSB Radiography Fund

Construction
I32RR04A15  IUSB Administration Building Fund
I32RR04CA2  Upstage Theatre and Recital Hall Renovation Project
I32RR04CH7  Education & Arts Building Fund
I32RR04CI5  Campus Improvement Fund
**Education, School of**
- I32RR04049 IUSB Education Division Fund
- I32RR04437 IUSB Education Scholarship Fund
- I32RR04429 South Bend Special Education Department Fund
- I32RR04585 Elementary Education
- P37RR04311 School of Education Faculty Scholarship
- I32RR04BY1 Coquillard Collaborative Education Initiative
- I32RR04411 IUSB Counseling & Human Services Fund
- I32RR04425 IUSB Counseling Conference Fund
- I32RR04CD6 IUSB Educational Leadership Program Fund
- I32RR04CE4 IUSB Secondary Education Department Fund

**Construction**
- I32RR04CH7 Education & Arts Building Fund

**Elkhart Center, IU South Bend**
- I32RR04AL0 IUSB Elkhart Center Scholarship
- I38RR04053 IUSB Off-Campus Programs Fund

**Extended Learning Services**
- I32RR04353 IUSB Continuing Education Fund
- I32RR04CG9 IU South Bend Distance Learning Fund

**Franklin D. Schurz Library**
- I32RR04205 Franklin D. Schurz Library Fund
- P37RR04279 Franklin D. Schurz Library Endowment Fund
- P37RR04782 Michele C. Russo Library and Media Services Student Worker Scholarship

**General Scholarships**
- I32RR04247 IUSB General Scholarship Fund
- I32RR04AF3 IU South Bend Black Council Scholarship
- P37RR04196 Chad Edward Pearson Memorial Scholarship Fund
- I32RR04817 Thomas Smith Memorial Fund
- P37RR04AB1 Chancellor Terry L. Allison Scholarship in Creativity and Innovation

**General Studies**
- I32RR04791 IUSB General Studies Program
- P37RR04063 IUSB General Studies Endowment
- I32RR04BU9 Ted Hengesbach Scholarship

**Honors Program**
- I32RR04650 IUSB Honors Program

**Information Technologies**
- I32RR04692 IUSB Information Technologies

**International Student Services**
- I32RR04296 IUSB International Programs Fund
**Computer and Information Sciences**
- I32RR04908  IUSB Computer and Information Sciences
- P37RR04527  William J. Knight Fund for Academic Excellence in Computer and Information Sciences
- I32RR04759  Walt Risler Memorial Scholarship
- P37RR04469  John P. Russo Fund for Academic Excellence

**Criminal Justice**
- I32RR04CJ3  IU South Bend Criminal Justice Fund
- P37RR04733  Cadet Kelly Dulcet Memorial Scholarship

**English**
- I32RR04122  South Bend English Department Fund
- P37RR04832  Eileen T. Bender Memorial Scholarship

**History and Philosophy**
- I32RR04312  IUSB History Department Fund
- I32RR04270  South Bend Philosophy Department Fund

**Master of Liberal Studies**
- I32RR04577  Master of Liberal Studies
- P37RR04980  Jennifer Jo Szendrey Memorial Graduate MLS Scholarship

**Mathematics**
- I32RR04114  IUSB Mathematical Sciences
- P38RR04848  IUSB Faculty & Alumni Scholarship for Excellence in Mathematical Sciences
- P37RR04402  Dorothy Allen Memorial Mathematics Scholarship

**Political Science**
- I32RR04635  IUSB Political Science
- I32RR04CN4  IUSB American Democracy Project Fund
- I32RR04CL8  IU South Bend Social Action Project Fund

**Psychology**
- I32RR04486  IUSB Psychology Department Fund

**Sciences**
- I32RR04148  South Bend Biological Sciences Department Fund
- I32RR04338  South Bend Chemistry Department Fund
- P38RR04830  Ann Grens Biology Scholarship
- P37RR04873  Brian A. Zeider Excellence in Biochemistry Scholarship
- I32RR04304  South Bend Physics Department Fund
- P37RR04386  Michael S. Coffman, M.D. Fund
- P37RR04428  George Nazaroff Scholarship
Liberal Arts & Sciences, College of (cont.)

Sociology & Anthropology
P37RR04741  Linda Marie Fritschner Fund for Academic Excellence in Sociology or Anthropology
I32RR04288  South Bend Sociology & Anthropology Department Fund
I32RR04CP9  IU South Bend Sociology and Anthropology Undergraduate Research Fund
I38P015100  Karen Schram Davies Memorial Graduate Scholarship in Social Work

Women’s and Gender Studies
I32RR04BG0  Patricia McNeal Agent of Change Award
I32RR04AB2  IUSB Women’s Studies Fund
I32RR04AG1  Gloria Kaufman Memorial Fund

World Languages and Travel
I32RR04BI6  IUSB World Language Studies Department Fund
P37RR04683  Gabrielle Robinson Study Abroad Travel Endowment

Public Affairs & University Advancement
I32RR04098  IUSB 21st Century Fund
I32RR04AD8  IUSB Public Affairs and University Advancement Fund

Student Affairs & Enrollment Management
I32RR04213  Student Affairs and Enrollment Management
I32RR04CK0  IU South Bend Student Life Fund
I32RR04CS3  Student Services, Faculty, and Student Engagement Initiative

Student Services
I32RR04AP1  IUSB Student Counseling Center

University Center for Excellence in Teaching (UCET)
I32RR04726  University Center For Excellence in Teaching (UCET)